Access to Appointments Following Insurance Expansion 107
An influx of newly insured patients after implementation of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act has not reduced primary care patient capacity.

Primary Care Coordination in 11 Countries 113
In an international survey of developed countries, poor primary care coordination is highest in the US.

Thirty-Minute Office Blood Pressure Monitoring 120
In the primary care office, 30-minute blood pressure measurement shows a reduction in blood pressure and in number of individuals receiving intensified treatment.

Antibiotics for Clinically Infected Eczema in Children 124
Children seen in ambulatory care with mild clinically infected eczema do not need treatment with antibiotics.

Intervention to Reduce Youth Cannabis Use 131
A brief intervention in primary care reduces marijuana use in younger and moderate users, but not in all young users.

Residency Training, Future Spending Patterns, and Quality 140
Physicians’ training environments have a strong and enduring effect on their subsequent costs of care for Medicare patients.

Parents’ Expectations of Antibiotics for Respiratory Infections 149
Education coupled with shared decision making may help reduce unnecessary antibiotics in children.

Co-Washing Hands in an Outpatient Clinic 155
“Co-washing” of hands by patients and doctors is a novel idea for reducing infection risk.

Patients Typing Their Visit Agendas Into the Electronic Health Record 158
Visit efficiency and communication improve when patients type their agendas into the EHR.

Systematic Diabetes Screening With Point-of-Care Testing 162
Point of care hemoglobin HbA1c is more effective than serum blood glucose for diabetes screening.

PCORI Engagement Rubric: Partnering in Research 165
PCORI’s engagement rubric focuses on collaboration and the values and outcomes that matter to patients.

Intentions of Practice 171
Seven habits of mind can help physicians navigate interactions with patients and families.

Measuring Quality in Primary Care 175
Quality management for primary care should emphasize adaptability rather than standardization.